Meeting Notes – October 12, 2015 10:00 – 11:00, SA 3200A
Transfer Credit Advisory Group (TCAG)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTENDEES</th>
<th>Angela Schneider, Jennifer Aure, Garrett Moriguchi, Larry Bliss, Joanna Cady Aguilar, Nancy Thompson, John Pliska, Wendy Chen, Alvin Quach, Clarissa Hernandez</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUESTS</td>
<td>Molly Moya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Agenda Item

#### 1. Transfer Credit Team Update – Garrett Moriguchi

**DISCUSSION**

Garrett reported that there are approximately 431 evaluations remaining for new transfer students for Fall 2015 who are enrolled. All should be complete by November 2015.

#### 2. Degree Audit Project Demo and Status – Wendy Chen

**DISCUSSION**

Wendy reported that Nursing and Pre-nursing majors are now in the testing phase. Nursing and Pre-nursing will be providing feedback on the major degree audit report template and requirement layout/requirement text. Data collection has begun with Criminal Justice and Human Development Major. GE Transfer Credit Evaluation Status mod is close to completion and estimated to go into production early November. A demonstration will be provided at the next TCAG meeting.

#### 3. Articulation Updates – Kyle Burch

**DISCUSSION**

Angela reviewed Kyle’s list of updates as follows:

- Phase I of updating and correcting the articulation rules for the top 26 feeder schools is now complete.
- Currently in Phase II, updating the other CSUEB Majors in the feeder schools and preceding with the CCC. Once this is complete Articulation will move on to Phase III
- Phase III – start all over again with the new curriculum and semester courses.
- Working to meet the ASSIST Deadline. Clarissa noted that the freeze date could be pushed to March, rather than December.
- Phase I and II of the ASSIST Project is complete. Now is Phase III which is “District Reviews”
- CourseMatch submissions for Winter 2016 have been completed. The deadline is today and we will know which courses were approved soon.

#### 4. General Education Items – Garrett Moriguchi

**a)** Follow up: AP test catalog articulations and credit. The group discussed Biology courses where the units are not matching up with the credit. Consensus was reached that the catalog needed to be changed/corrected make the unit credit between biology majors and non-biology majors the same. Currently the CSUEB catalog states that the BIOL AP test grants 9 units for non-majors and 10 units for majors. While the group decided it’s okay if different courses are granted depending on a student’s major, the earned units should be the same. Nancy will check with Donna to find out who has to approve this change.

**b)** GE Breadth certifications: The group discussed whether or not the campus would accept GE Breadth certifications from California Community Colleges (CCC) or not accept due to possible conflicts with
CSUEB standards. The group decided that as a normal practice we should honor these certifications. This will be added to the PASD document.

c) NURS 2020/2040: These courses are not the same in PS. Need to correct this in PS and make exceptions for students who are affected by this error. Notification needs to go out to Grad Eval and we need to create a list of students who may be affected so that we can help them with this. Nancy will contact Sarah. We need an email approving this change/correction to PS.

d) Three different disciplines – DAR language: Text needs to be changed in Degree Audit Nancy will send text to Wendy to update.

e) Alvin reported that Admissions will now have a new process for coding SB1440. They will no longer be using just ADT. There will now be 5 reason indicator codes (see handout SB 1440 Information). Additionally, Admission will now be coding non-trans rules before they go to TC Evaluations. Long term goal would be to keep DB updated and complete and add new course rules right away.

5. UWSR (Information on DAR) – Jennifer Aure:

Information regarding UWSR on DAR will now highlight requirements. There are buttons for WST Prep Tools and On-line WST Workshop. The group discussed the importance of notifying students about this requirement. Wendy will send the group the proposed changes. Group to give feedback by Friday, October 16th.